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The Effect of Spatial Experience on Engineering Students’ Visualization
Abilities
Colton Skorupan
Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
Visualiz ation abi lity was tested and compa red to skil ls used in engineeri ng for two
introductory graphical design classes. Students were given a mental rotation task, a
spatial memory span task, a verbal memory span task, a measure of controllability of
visual imagery, a measure of vividness of mental imagery, and finally a survey developed
to determine motivation for choice of major. We expected to find that students who
performed better on th e visualization tasks would have higher grad es in the class. We
also expected design cl ass experience to improve students’ visuali zation abilities . We
found that spatial skills measured before training related to graphics grades.
The ab ility to visualize ob jects and situa tions in one’s m ind, and mo re specifically the a bility to manipu late
those visualizations is an important skill for those in the engineering field. It has been shown repeatedly that spatial
ability is a reliable predictor of success in an engineering graphics design class (Besterfield-Sacre, Atman &
Shuman, 1997; Gimmestad, 1990; H si, Linn & Bell, 1997). As technology provides us with ever more realistic and
easier to use c omputer design pro grams, the skills an d knowled ge necessa ry for success is like ly to change a s well.
With cooperation and support from the engineering department at Penn State Erie, the Behrend College, we studied
the influence that experience with a new, advanced computer drafting program had on visualization abilities of
freshman engineering and e ngineering technology students.
A key to success in any engineering graphics design class, by definition, is the ability to read, create, and
understand orthographic and isometric drawings of a given part. An orthographic drawing is a three dimensional line
representa tion of an ob ject, while an iso metric is a series o f two dimens ional drawin gs that include v iews of up to six
sides of an o bject. Th ese isometric and ortho graphic dr awings are the tools used b y those in the eng ineering field to
transfer inform ation abo ut an objec t’s exact shape and dime nsions. Th e ease with wh ich peop le are able to
compre hend these d rawings is direc tly related to that p erson’s succ ess in the graph ics design class . Subsequ ently, it
is hypothesize d that the visualiza tion skills that make such com prehensio n possible sh ould pro ve to be imp ortant.
It has been sh own that exp erience with visu alization tasks c an significantly imp rove an ind ividual’s ability
and confid ence in that are a. This is partic ularly true for tho se who be gin study with inferio r skills (Hsi, Linn & Bell,
1997). Th is suggests that while a certain degree of visualization ability may be innate, perfo rmance is also
dependant on experience, and therefore it is a learnable skill. This is supported by Peters, Chisolm and Laeng (1995)
and by Greenfield, Brannon and Lohr (1994), who found evidence that long-term video game playing increases
performance on a Paper Folding Task.
The imp lications of the d ifferences betw een classifying p erformanc e on visualiza tion tasks as ab ility or skill
becom es even mo re importa nt when curre nt literature is review ed closely. W hile it is true that many o f these skills
can be improved with practice and exposure, it is also true that there are distinct differences in ability occurring
within the population. For example, sex differences have been found on a mental rotation task in children as young
as primary school age, (V oyer, Voyer & G ryden, 1995; Co llins & Kimura, 1997 ; Kerns & Be renbaum, 199 1). These
differences, ho wever, are n ot always so we ll supported , as there are nu merous stud ies where no sex difference is
found at all (Voyer, 1997). It is also true that men vastly outnumber women in engineering and engineering related
programs (Besterfield-Sacre, Atman & Shuman, 1997). This complicates the issue even further, because the
existence of a gender difference on only one task cannot begin to account for such vast differences in choice of
profession.
Our current lack of understanding about the cognitive factors involved in the skills necessary for
engineering merits further research into work ing memory theory. Th e cognitive processes be hind students’
individual differences may be related to the visuo-spatial sketch-pad, a construct of A.D. Baddeley’s theory of
working m emory (B addeley, 1 986). B addeley the orized that the re is a certain am ount of “wor king memo ry”
available with which people can actively process information. This working memory is made up of three distinct
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parts. The central executive is the part of the working memory that we directly control, and it helps us organize the
rest of our working memory. The central executive is comparable to conscious thought, and it is responsible for
decision making. It could be described as the amount of information available to a person for concentration on a
task. Attached to the central executive are at least two automatic processing centers; the visuo-spatial sketch pad for
mental images, and the phonological loop for speech and language perception. While these attached processing
centers have some cap acity to function o n their own, they a lso draw fro m some o f the available m emory allotte d to
the central executive. This may help explain why we cannot concentrate on too many tasks at the same time.
Baddeley’s theory, however, does not on its own explain the observed patterns of ability in engineering
students. Th e effects of the two attached p rocessing ce nters and their respective fun ctions are usu ally only related to
basic processing. Evidence suggests that the separable subsystems do not play a major role in more complex
cognitive tasks (Shah & M iyake, 199 6). Wh at, then is their effect o n a student’s ab ility to manipulate orthograp hic
and isometric drawings? It is not clear exactly how spatially complex these tasks are, and if they are complex, how
important the simpler underlying processes might be to success. To fully understand what skills are necessary for
engineering, we must observe both the overall skills present, as well as the basic processes that combine to support
those skills.
Advanced design packages have the potential to facilitate students’ use of the programs themselves, and at
the same time increase the students’ visualization abilities. The first way it can do this is simple exposure. As we
mentioned earlier, use of the se mental pr ocesses ca n improve a student’s skill, esp ecially for those w ith little
experience. This experience is enhanced compared to previous computer design packages such as CAD (Computer
Aided Design) because it allows the user to very easily go from an orthographic to an isometric view, and back
again. Also important is the fact that something changed in one view is automatically changed in all views. In the
colored, solid, isometric representation, a designer can view the object from any perspective merely by dragging the
mouse. Even the simple addition of color has been shown to aid in learning visualized mental rotation (Seddon &
Shubbe r, 1985) , so mode rn graphics p ackages ar e quite a step u p from the line only drawing s of previou s program s.
Finally, these new programs facilitate the initial learning curve by not forcing the user to choose an exact size or
dimension at the initiation of a sketch. Rather, a vaguely proportional drawing can be built, and then constrained to a
particular size later on.
To address these issues, we went beyond visuo-spatial skills such as those displayed with a mental rotation
task. We also looked at more basic processes like visual span and verbal span to create a more complete picture of
the cognitive functions involved in such a task. The study also includes questionnaire data that should give us some
information about any social constructs that might effect the abilities of engineering students, or even alter the
population that decides to attempt engineering as a major.
Method
Participa nts
The pa rticipants were 240 und ergradua te students at P enn State E rie, the Behr end Co llege. Particip ants
received either course credit or were paid $5.00 for half-hour portions of the project. Engineering (ED&G) and
engineering technology (EGT) students enrolled in a drafting class in fall semester at a small northern college
comprised the experimental condition. The graphics class for the engineering technology students included more
direct experience with an advanced graphics package, while the engineering students received more instruction in the
theory behind the applications. Both groups, however had significant experience with graphical drawing. A control
group of a pproxim ately 60 introd uctory psych ology stude nts were selecte d from the hu man subje ct pool.
Materia ls
Tests administered include a demographic and motivational questionnaire, a mental rotation task, a visual
span task, a verbal span task, the Short Betts’ Questionnaire upon Mental Imagery or QMI (Sheehan, 1967), and the
Controllability of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (Gordon, 1949). At the end of the semester, subjects in the
experime ntal conditio n were given orthograp hic and isom etric drawing s that they had to convert from one form to
the other. Stud ent SAT scores were requested from the registra r and obta ined after rec eiving studen ts’ permission.
Testing was done using MEL Professional version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, 1995). A creativity test was
given to the en gineering stud ents at the begin ning of the sem ester.
A computerized version of the 3-D mental rotation task developed by Vandenburg & Kuse (1978) was used
to test spatial ability. Two shapes were presented simultaneously, and the participants were asked to decide if they
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were the same shape or two different shapes. There were two practice trials, and forty experimental trials. The
stimuli were presented rando mly between subjects.
Spatial cap acity was mea sured with a c omputer ized versio n of the task de veloped by Shah, P riti, Miyaki &
Akira in 1996. In this task, a two dimensional letter is presented to the participant. Each letter is either mirrored or
not mirrored. Each letter is also oriented in one of eight evenly spaced directions in a 360 degree circle around the
letter. For each set of trials, which increases from two to six, the students must answer “normal” or “mirrored” for
each letter in the set. Then, when he or she is finished with each letter in a set, he/she must point to the direction of
the top of each letter in the sequence. The highest level at which a participant can consistently remember all of the
orientations o f a letter (three ou t of five trials), is that subje ct’s spatial span . Scores on this task range fro m 1 to 5.
As a control for the scoring method, we also collected the total number of correct trials even if there were not enough
correct for a participant’s span level to move up.
Participants’ verbal span was tested with an adaptation of a test developed by Daneman & Carpenter
(1980). Students were asked to read consecutive sentences and then to remember the last word from each sentence
read. Set size in this test increased from two to six . This was sco red in the sam e manner a s the spatial cap acity task.
The Ra ndomize d Short B etts’ QMI was used to e stablish vividne ss of mental ima gery. This test is
questionnaire in form, and it simply asks the subject to rate on a seven point scale how realistically they can imagine
perceiving different things. For example, a subject might be asked to imagine tasting salt, and then to report on how
close his or her imagining was to the actual experience of tasting salt. The Controllability of Visual Imagery
Questionnaire (CVIQ) was used to measure controllability of mental imagery. Many people are not able to control
what they visualize even if the visualizations are clear. An example of how this test works is it might ask the person
to picture a car wrecking, and then afterwards asks if they can picture the same car driving safely along the road,
because for many people the original image persists. Both of these tests are readily available to be used for research.
The Interest In Engineering (IIE) questionnaire that was designed for this study was loosely based on
previous research focused on reasons for choosing one’s major. For example, we asked about the influence of the
students’ parents and expected pay on selection of major. The questions attempt to uncover any motivations for
becoming an engineer that are not related to perceived talent at that task.
A creativity task was also administered to the eng ineering and engineering techno logy students. It was a
measure tha t the engineerin g faculty had b een adm inistering in the pa st, and it was thou ght that design c reativity
might be rela ted to mor e flexible meth ods of visua lization. Crea tivity was measur ed by pre senting the stude nts with
a drill, and with no further explan ation, reque sting that each stud ent sketch as m any different “ho lders” for the d rill
as he or she could think of. They were each instructed to sketch at least five holders. The definition of holder was
anything that wo uld suppo rt the weight of a d rill.
Procedure
Each participant com pleted an informed co nsent form before participation in the experiment. On the first
meeting of each graphics class, the students completed the Controllability of Visual Imagery Questionnaire, the
Betts’ Questionnaire upon Mental Imagery, the Interest In Engineering survey, and the verbal span task using
computers provided in the engineering lab. The answers for the Verbal Span task were written on a paper answer
sheet that was later scored by the experimenter. The creativity task was administered by the same engineering
faculty member in all of the graphics classes. Within two weeks of the initial testing session, each student met in the
psychology laboratory to c omplete the mental rotation task an d the visual capacity tasks individually. During the last
week of the semester, the students who completed the initial requirements took the mental rotation task a second
time. The graphics students took a paper and pencil test of their isometric/orthographic drawing skills. This test was
required by the engineering department but is not used in tabulating the students’ grades. It was completed by 32
engineering students and 110 engineering technology students. There was a substantial amount of data lost from the
engineering students, due to pro blems with the implementation o f the computer testing. In one case, 24 subjects’
data were lost due to a power failure. Most students in this section chose the paper alternative provided them instead
of meeting in the lab for later testing . There wa s another sec tion where 2 5 subjects d ata were lost d ue to a data
saving error in a testing session. D ue to this and n ormal attrition r ates, engineer ing students wh o successfully
completed all parts of the study were a small portion of those who began.
A group of 60 undergraduates enrolled in an introductory psychology class, matched in age and semester
standing with the graphics students was used to control for the effects of the graphics class. These students also took
the mental rotation task at the beginning of the seme ster. The second testing session o ccurred largely during finals,
and many students failed to show up for the second part. Due to this and to many students simply having fulfilled
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their research requirement, only 22 of these control subjects returned with usable data.
Results
Data points from the mental rotation task that fell below 100 or above three standard deviations from the
grand mean were filtered to eliminate outliers. Table 1 shows the means and deviations of the major variables are
provide d in the table b elow. Th ey are sepa rated into E ngineering T echnolog y, Engineerin g, and Co ntrol subjec ts.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics of Majo r Variables by C lass
Engineering Technology
Variable
Imagery questionnaires
Controllability questionnaire
Betts' Questionnaire
Scholastic Aptitude Test sections
Verbal
Quantitative
Initial Mental Rotation T ask
Reaction time(msec)
Accuracy (p ercent)
Final Mental Rotation Task
Reaction time(msec)
Accuracy (p ercent)
Spatial Span Ta sk
Span
Total Correct
Verbal Span Task
Class Assessment
Orthographic/isometric grades
Graphics only grades
Class Grades (out of a 4)

Engineer

Control

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

2.73
2.11

.38
.33

113
113

2.76
2.06

.26
.40

64
63

2.68
1.72

.36
.27

22
22

518
562

74
64

131
131

534
548

70
74

64
64

430
440

66
50

20
20

4110
79

1262
12

73
73

4113
69

1242
15

60
60

1325
40

1755
11

22
22

3994
87

1043
10

47
47

4001
.77

1283
14

19
19

2502
50

1397
12

22
22

3.59
9.46
3.55

1.25
4.45
.92

101
101
132

3.63
10.06
3.69

1.25
4.09
.86

36
36
35

3.07
7.32
3.36

1.27
4.28
1.07

22
22
22

89.88
88.23
2.93

9.86
6.12
.99

110
30
129

78.00
83.9
2.83

21.04
11.91
1.08

32
30
33

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
na
na

The first set of analysis focused on the relationship between the major variables for the engineering
students. A series of Pearson R correlations is shown in Tab le 2. Mean accu racy on the initial mental rotation task
correlates significantly with grades in the graphics portion of the class. Accuracy also correlates with visual span
and quantitative SAT's, but not with verbal span, suggesting that they are not related functions. Reaction time on the
mental rotation task correlates negatively with total correct on the spatial span task and with scores on
orthographic/isometric drawings. These correlations show that spatial span might be able to predict performance on
this area of eng ineering. Th e orthogra phic/isome tric drawing sc ores also co rrelate with the q uantitative SA T's.
Graphics grades in turn correlate with both isometric/orthographic drawings and with accuracy on the mental rotation
task. Grap hics grades a re an impo rtant part of the g rading system in a graphics c lass, so everything that effects
performance on the graphical portion of the class also effects the overall grade.

Table 2. Correlations of Major Visualization Variables
Subscale
2
3
4
5
6
7
Engineering Techno logy
1. CVIQ
.40* .09
-.03
-.07
.06
.01
2. Betts' QMI
-.06
-.09
-.03
.04
.10

8

9

.08
.13

.20*
.14

10

11

12

.02
-.10

.21
.03

.08
.10

.
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3. Verbal SAT
4. Quanti tative SAT
5. Initial MRT RT
6. Initia l MRT AC
7. Spatial Span
8. Spatial total
9. Verbal Span
10. Ortho/Iso
11. Graphics grades
12. Class grades

.39** -.08
-.02

-.05
-.03
.28** .16
.15
-.12
.23**

.02
.23**
-.17*
.31**
.86**

.21**
.05
-.06
.17
.14
.12

-.02
.17*
-.31 **
.15
-.01
.02
-.18*

.02
.09
.13
.40*
-.01
-.03
.11
.54**

.10
.26**
-.05
.19
-.00
.04
-.11
.51**
.86**

A paired samples t-test was used to compare scores on the mental rotation task recorded at the beginning
and the end of the semester. We expected to find that students in the engineering graphics class improved more over
the course o f the semester tha n would the control sub jects. Engine ering techno logy students im proved significantly
in accuracy for the task t(46) = 4 .7, p<.01. There was no significant difference for reaction time found t(46) = 1.86,
p>.05. Engineering students showed improvement in reaction time t(15) = 2 .32, p<.05, however they did not change
significantly in accuracy t(15) = .9 3, p>.05. T he control p opulation im proved significantly in accur acy t(21) = 4.69,
p<.01, bu t the also took significantly longer , t(21) = 2 .1, p<.05.
There were no significant differences in visualization scores between those who dropped or failed the
classes and th ose who c ompleted them.
Discussion
The results of this study support our hypothesis that some improvement in visualization ability took place
over the co urse of the sem ester for engine ering students. O n the mental ro tation task, EG T studen ts improved in
accuracy, E D&G students imp roved in re action time, an d the contro l group sho wed an ac curacy - spee d trade off.
While this trade off makes it difficult to make any strong claims about the meaning of the results, we can say that of
the three sam ples, only the co ntrol group did not sho w clear, statistical imp rovemen t.
The co rrelations sugg est that visualizatio n ability is indeed important to success in a gra phics cour se.
Reaction time on the initial mental rotation task significantly predicted performance on an orthographic and
isometric dr awing test adm inistered at the e nd of the sem ester. In lieu of the le arning that we h ave alread y shown to
have taken place, this is quite a powerful finding. Even after an entire semester of exposure to spatial manipulation,
the students wh o entered the class show ing a aptitude left with better skills at cre ating these dra wings. Seco ndly,
students’ ability to create and interpret these drawings was significantly correlated with their final grade in the class,
even though these particular drawings were not part of their grades. This shows the importance of this skill, and
subsequently the importance of the ability for engineering students to mentally manipulate visual information . These
results are also supported by the correlation of graphics grades with the initial mental rotation task and with final
grades in the class. The graphics portion of the class grade included both students’ ability to use an advanced
graphical design package to create a part, and their ability to read the kind of drawings used at the end of the
semester. While the graphics grade / final grade correlation is obvious, these data still serve to support the rest of the
study.
These results show that visualization ability does have a strong effect on performance in an engineering
class. Not o nly do those w ho enter with b etter visualization skill perform b etter overall, b ut students' spatial skills
improve during the course of the class. It remains to be seen whether or not improving those initial scores can
improve students' grades. Further rese arch in the area should investigate the perfo rmance differences betwe en those
students who are given sp atial instruction o utside of the cla ssroom, an d those who are not.
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